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1 Time :00-99:59 [min:sec]

A.

2 Energy consumption 0-9999 Full kilometers
[Odometer] [0-9999 km]
3 Speed 0-99.9 [KM/H]
Distance 0-99.9 [KM]
4 Pedal Frequency 20-199 [Revolutions/min] Pedal
Revolutions
5 Percent
Relationship: current pulse rate- maximum pulse
6 Pulse 50-199 [beats/min]
7 Large display Room temperature [0-40 degrees]
fitness-grade [F1.0-F6.0]
See Figure B.

B.

C.

Symbols
a REC Recovery pulse
b SCAN
Automatic display change
c ARROW
Current area in the large display
d KM
Full kilometers
e Average
Beat frequency + pulse
f LO
Lower than the lower pulse value
g HI
Higher than the higher pulse value
h Heart
blinks intact with the pulse
i Percent
% of maximum pulse specification
j Grade
Acoustic maximum pulse supervision
k MAX
Exceeding the maximum pulse
See Figure C.

D.

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

Picture 4
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Keys:
Minus key

Lower value (display range back)

Set key

Function key (specification, change, reset of the display)

Plus key

Increase values (display range up)

Recovery key Function key (fitness grade determination)
Attachment (front)
Connector
For the ear clip
Attachment (back)
Connector (4 pole)

for the hand pulse sensors (not with racer and crossbike)

Connector (2 pole)

for the speed recorded

Battery compartment 2 batteries: Mignon 1.5 Volt, LR6, AA
See Figure A on page 2.

1.0 Display before exercIsing
1. Room temperature
2. Full display
3. Full kilometer
4. Start Display

Picture 1 (before and after exercsing)
Picture 2 (after pedaling or pushing button, 1 sec)
Picture 3 (length of display: 10 seconds or key)
Picture 4

See Figure D. on page 2.
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Recording pulse with the hand pulse sensors
The hands cover the hand pulse sensors.
Recording pulse with the ear clip
Plug the ear clip in the connection
Rub on earlobe to improve the circulation
Put the ear clip on the earlobe

Pulse setting possibilities
The scheme shows the course of the
pulse settings

Pulse display
You have adjusted the start display (Picture 4)
The heart symbol (h) blinks in tact with your pulse
After a few seconds, the pulse is shown as a value
3.0 Exercising without specification of exercise data
setting time (1) kilojoule (2) distance (3) and pulse (6). You have
set the start display (Picture 4). Press the set key, enter the setting
mode and set the desired values with the + or - keys.
If you press the +/- key longer, the value will go back to OFF. With
the set key, you will reach the next settings.
After the pulse setting, leave the setting mode with the set key and
see the display with the possible settings (Picture 16/17)
Press the set key longer and the display will go to the full display
(reset function) (Picture 2)
Note
If you do not enter a setting value within 4 minutes, the display will
go to room temperature (Picture 1)
Picture 5: The time setting begins with “OFF”
Picture 6: Time setting e.g. 18 minutes
Picture 7: Energy consumption setting: e.g. 270 Kilojoule
Picture 8: Distance setting: e.g. 10KM

Picture 5

Picture 6

Picture 7

Picture 8

In detail:
Setting- exercise pulse
With the set key, you have access to 2 setting areas:
-Age (Picture 9/10)
-Pulse zones: Burning of fat
4.1 Age setting /alarm signal ON/OFF
The agesetting serves for the calculation of your maximum
pulse.

Picture 9
The right exercising pulse
The exercising pulse depends on age and exercise goal. For
each age and exercise goal there is a suggested range which is
designated by an upper and lower pulse limit (+/- 10 beats). The
exercise pulse should always be within the aerobe zone. The
maximum pulse frequency (220-age) may not be exceeded.
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Picture 10

When you enter your age, in the PULSE display
(6) there will be a maximum pulse which depends
on the age [Formula: 220-age). (Picture 11). With
settings up to 21 years, only 199 can be displayed
as a maximum pulse but the right value will be
calculated.

AGE
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General
Average Value Calculation
For the calculation of the average value of speed, pedal rotations and pulse, all exercising intervals are
taken into consideration until the “reset” function is activated or the “temperature” display appears.
Notes for measuring the pulse
The pulse calculation begins if the heart in the display blinks with the tact of your pulse.
With ear clip
The pulse sensor works with infrared light and measures the changes of the transparency of your skin
which are caused by your pulse. Before you put the pulse sensors on your earlobe, rub it strongly 10
times to increase the circulation.
Avoid disturbing impulses.
Carefully attach the ear clip to your earlobe and look for a good point for the measurement (the heart
symbol blinks without interruption).
Do not exercise directly with strong lights (e.g. neon light, halogen light, etc.)
Avoid in any case shaking or instability of the ear sensor including the cable.
Disturbances in the pulse display
Check the battery voltage of the electronics.
Disturbances with the exercise computer
Note the kilometer status. With unusual behavior with the exercise computer, take out the batteries,
check the battery voltage and reinsert the batteries. The stored full kilometers are lost when the batteries
are changed.
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